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Welcome
Greetings to all our customers from TEAM CORE. We hope you and your families and colleagues are 
keeping safe and well in these uncertain times. We are continuing to work from home and while it has 
been a bit rocky in patches we are working hard to ensure we are meeting your needs.

Our current R&D investments are focussed on areas you have told us would be most helpful to you. 
So, we have boosted e-commerce capability, added integrated credit card capability, boosted system 
automation options, launched order prediction capability and developed a fully mobile handheld 
replacement that includes stock, purchasing, scanning and PMA capability. The R&D schedule for the 
next 6 months is also packed!

Like most of you, we are settling into our new normal and we plan on hiring new team members in Q4 
for both our DBA and Customer Service Teams.

We are also delighted to welcome Strathroy Dairies as the newest member of our customer family, we 
look forward to a long and fruitful partnership with Jim and his team.

Our key asks of customers remain the same; if you have a priority project, please try to get it on our 
schedule as early as possible. Changing delivery schedules in a flexible WFH environment, as most of 
you know is not always easy! Your account managers will be engaging over the next few weeks so we 
can establish a first view of the 2021 priority project schedule. 
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Employee  
Spotlight

Prajakta Jadhav
Senior Oracle Developer

Prajakta joined CORE Tech in August 2019 and 
brought with her extensive experience of working 
as an Oracle developer in multiple multinational 
companies based in Mumbai and San Francisco 
for Oracle ERP. 
 
Since joining CORE, Prajakta has focused her 
energies towards adding new enhancements and 
new functionalities to the software. 

Prajakta’s extensive skills in enterprise 
applications development and data analytics 
has allowed CORE Tech to develop innovative 
solutions to help fulfil their customer requirements. 
One of her most recent projects was implementing 
AP Automation.
 

The next generation of barcode scanning in a 
retail setting has been introduced into the CORE 
product suite. 

CORE MobileScan is a suite of apps which allows 
the traditional scanning functionality available 
on Symbol Handhelds to be used on any IOS or 
Android device.

The CORE Stock Scanning suite is currently in use 
across a number of client sites and there has been 
a lot of positive feedback on ease of use and 
functionality. As part of our continued investment 
into products that will save our customers time 
and money, we have expanded our suite to 
include Procurement and Product Management 
functionality – such as Order Entry, Goods 
Receipt Entry and Store Scanning. 

Key Features of the 
“CORE MobileScan” app suite 

•  Compatible with IOS & Android mobile 
devices

• Uses existing phone capability
• User Friendly and intuitive design
•  Larger screen size displaying product and 

pricing information
• Easy to search products and prices
• Security managed at user level

COREMobileScan Suite of Apps
CORE have designed, re-developed, and enhanced their current handheld functionality 
in a suite of IOS and Android Apps – allowing our clients to upgrade and expand their 
scanning capability. 
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CORE have partnered with Convergent 
(www.convergent.ie) to allow you to capture 
your invoices electronically and create a 
touchless invoice handling process.

Accounts Payable Automation processes 
supplier invoices electronically from capture 
and matching, to invoice approval and query 
management. Accounts Payable Automation 
replaces manual, paper-based processes and 
removes time-consuming and costly tasks. 
The benefits are obvious but huge:

•  Faster invoice processing
•  Greater accuracy
• Eliminate manual entry
• Eliminate paper
•  Reduced financial risk with accurate 

information and on time.

But most importantly, you can redirect all the 
time and resources that you’ve gained into 
more productive areas such as procurement or 
accounts receivable.

Accounts Payable Automation

“The CORE Automated AP solution has 
enabled us to increase operational 
efficiency and lower costs. Staff can 
be redeployed to value-added tasks 
elsewhere in the office.

In partnership with Convergent and 
CORE we have, for some of our 
supplier invoices, a fully automated 
system whereby invoices are received 
electronically and processed to the point 
of payment without any manual/staff 
intervention. We have visibility of the 
original invoice and timely and accurate 
information throughout the organisation. 
This facilitates a better working 
relationship with our suppliers.”

Jim Kennedy
Financial Controller

Data Capture Image of 
supplier invoice converted  
to data 

Data import Transactions 
created on invoice  
register/matching 

Document image 
attached  
to transaction

Data matched  
Exceptions

Payment  
Approval/Processed 
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PROOF OF 
DELIVERY APP
ROI of 60+ man days 
back to the business 

SALES ORDER APP 
ROI of 180 man days 
back to the business

DATA ANALYTICS 
40+ Man Days back 
to the business

E-COMMERCE & 
CUSTOMER LOYALTY
Transform your business 

INTEGRATED 
CREDIT CARDS 
Contactless transactions 
up to €50

STOCK TAKE APP 
ROI of 30+ man days 
back to the business 

CORE
SYSTEM INTEGRATION

•  Reduce the use of paper-based counting
•  Eliminates cost and need for expensive scanning devices

•  Photo/map coordinates recording facility allow for contactless drops of products
•  Reduces delivery disputes - Proof of delivery is stored with the transaction

•  Supports direct delivery from supplier 
to customer

•  Touchless sales processing for your users helps 
minimise contact points

•  Data based decision making enhances your business 
operations

•  Create an online portal for your customers 
•  Customers earn loyalty points while shopping online and 

instore

CREATE SUSTAINABILITY 
WITH CONTACTLESS...

30 DAY FREE TRIAL
If you don’t find it useful after the 30 days,  
we will just turn it off - no obligation to invest.
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Bord Bia Grass Fed 
Dairy Standard
Bord Bia has launched a new Grass Fed 
Standard, believed to be the world’s first such 
standard rolled out on a national scale.
The standard allows Bord Bia to track and verify 
the percentage of grass consumed in the diet of 
Irish dairy herds. Irish dairy processors will need 
to provide verifiable proof that milk used in their 
products has come from grass fed cows.
CORE in conjunction with Board Bia and our 
Customers plan to develop an automated solution 
for processing plants, who have achieved or are 
seeking the Grass Fed certification. 
The solution will export the co-operatives volumes 
for a given day to Board Bia for grading the 
Grass Fed qualify of the Milk Supplied. The Board 
Bia grading is then captured on the CORE system 
based on ratings returned from Board Bia. 
A historical record will be kept for each batch 
submitted to Board Bia and can be referenced 
during audits on the plant to ensure they are 
continuously achieving the Grass Fed standard. 

If you are interested in learning more 
about this, please feel free to contact us

Customers are wary of touching PIN pads and 
swiping their cards where many others have. It’s 
a fair concern: studies found that the virus can 
live on plastic surfaces for two to three days. In 
response, more retailers are integrating the PED to 
their EPOS and rolling out payment terminals that 
take contactless payments — where payers don’t 
swipe or dip their card but “tap” it or use a device 
like a smartphone in close proximity.  Ensuring the 
safety of both their staff and customers. 

Benefits
 • Protecting Staff
 • Protecting Customers
 • Contactless (up to limit)
 • Reduced Human Error
 • Improved Customer Experience
 • Faster Processing
 • Streamline operations

CORE Integrated Credit Cards

Dairy Farmers Mobile App
Lakeland Dairies are the latest Co-op to launch 
the innovative ‘MilkedIn’ app for their 3,200 
milk suppliers to help streamline their access to 
important farm information.

This brings to over 8,500 dairy farmers who are 
now using the CORE Milk app to access their 
daily, weekly and monthly information.

The App provides both the dairy farmer and the 
co-op with easy access to their most up to date 
information both online and offline while saving 
money on SMS.

The 30-day free trial is still available, if you are interested please contact  
Paul Haughney  E: paul.haughney@coretechnology.ie or your account manager

OVERVIEW OF CURRENT SYSTEM

ELIMINATED

E-Point 
of Sale 

Processing

Card 
Payment

Enter  
Amount on 
Till Screen

Enter  
Amount  
on PED

Accept 
Payment

Manually 
Proceed Tear 

Receipts
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Printing by Transaction Type
Do you find you are disregarding unrequired 
dockets from point of sale? If so, this functionality 
will certainly help your business to reduce costs 
and help the environment. CORE have enhanced 
the laser A4 sheet printing functionality to allow 
clients to configure a specified number of copies 
to print per transaction type. 

Features:
•  Set 1-4 copies of 

a sales or returns 
docket to print

•  Compose the text 
per copy e.g. 
Customer Copy, 
Business Copy etc.

•  Prevent prices 
from appearing on 
certain copies e.g. 
Yard Copy

•  Prevent certain 
copies from printing 
by sale type e.g. 
Collect or Deliver.

Benefits:
•  Removes the 

requirement for OKI 
Printers and  
three-part paper

•  Reduces stationary/
ink costs

•  Eliminates paper 
wastage

•  Reduce recycling 
costs

•  Helps the 
environment

This new functionality enables you to better 
understand both your customer’s forward order 
requirements.  As well as possible missed order 
opportunities, which is critical to any organisation.

The ultimate goal for any feed mill is to create long 
production runs of the same product, and to send 
every truck out of the yard, full to capacity, however 
in reality this is all down to customer demand and 
many mills suffer from the same last minute phone 
calls where a farmer has run out of feed. 

By analysing historical and current sales order data, 
it is possible to calculate a pattern or trend and from 
this provide a prediction as to when the next order 
for a product is required or likely. 

The prediction process can help to identify both 
potential future order requirements as well as 
highlighting any possible overdue orders, providing 
an opportunity to call the customer. 

An interactive screen, allows the user to work 
through a list of potential calls, drilling into past 
order details, viewing, and recording notes, 
sending emails to the customer, or placing new 
orders directly if required. 

The option can also be run by rep, enabling the 
user to talk through the forecasts or export the 
results to a spreadsheet and email them to the rep. 
You can select forecasts by transport area, enabling 
the transport team to identify possible orders to help 
them fill loads when creating their schedule.

CUSTOMER A/C 
MANAGEMENT    

UNMANNED 
WEIGHBRIDGE

TRANSPORT 
SCHEDULER

NEWS FEED ON 
MOBILE APP

ONLINE MILK 
CONTRACTS

Introducing COREMill Sales Order Prediction

BETA GROUPS LAUNCHING SOON


